
 

The Challenge: 
The move towards smaller collaboration spaces presents the 
need for a room booking system providing users with visibility 

of available work spaces including room size and technology 
available. 

Our Solution: 
Concierge Room Booking Systems allows management of an 
unlimited number of workspaces by providing an intuitive 

user interface, support for Google G Suite, Microsoft 

Exchange and Office 365, and advanced analytics for 
evaluating ROI. 

Solstice provides an Operating System agnostic, turnkey 

solution combining enterprise-class wireless display package 

with Samsung’s touch integrated 65’ display to promote 

collaboration, learning and nurture a strong team approach. 
 

Product Function 

Concierge 
 10.1” Room 

Booking 
Display 

An innovative and flexible display solution for meeting room information and bookings. It 
uses a simple green and red display with side LEDs to instantly notify whether the room is 
available or in use, even from down the hallway. 
Compatible with all major calendars, the Display features hardened glass touch screen, Wi- 
Fi or Ethernet connectivity and can be Powered over Ethernet (PoE). 

 
Solstice POD 

Solstice enables multiple users to connect simultaneously to a shared display using a range 
of devices over a Wi-Fi or Ethernet network. 
With a Solstice-enabled display in the room, any number of users can instantly connect, 
share and control the display, fostering collaboration and decision-making. 

Samsung 
DM65EBR 

A ready-to-use, all-in-one E-Board display solution., the large 65" display includes a pre- 
assembled touch overlay offering a smoother, more interactive writing experience. The 
crystal clear Full HD display has 380 nit brightness, all supported by a 24/7 usage warranty. 

 
Chief 

XSM1U 

Installer-inspired Fusion fixed mount solves top flat panel installation problems, offering 
flexible adjustments for large displays with a low-profile display mounting solution. 

Chief upgraded their fixed wall mounts based on installer feedback and direct observations 
of installers in the field. New benefits include added stability, faster install, improved lateral 
shift, easier cable management and enhanced security. 
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